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SEAT DESIGN FOR CRASH WORTHINESS 
By I. IRVINQ PINEEL and EDMUND G .  ROSBNBEBQ 

SUMMARY 

A study of many  crash deceleration records suggested a 
simplijied model of acrashdeceleration pulse, which incorporates 
the essential properties of the pulse. The model pulse i s  
considered to be composed of a base pulse on which are super- 
imposed one or more secondary pulses of shorter duration. 
The results of a mathematical analysis of the seat-passenger 
deceleration in response to the airplane deceleration p u k e  are 
provided. On the basis of this information, presented as working 
charts, the maximum deceleration loads experienced by the seat 
and passenger in response to the airplane deceleration pulse 
can be computed. This maximum seat-passenger deceleration 
i s  found to depend on the natural frequency of the seat con- 
taining the passenger, eonsidered as a mass-spring system. 

Seat failure i s  considered to be a progressive process, which 
begins when the seat i s  deformed beyond the elastic limit. 
Equations are presented that relate the energy availabe to 
deform the seat beyond the elastic limit to the maximum seat- 
passenger deceleration, seat natural frequency, and seat strength. 
A method i s  presented that shows how to arrive at a combination 
of seat strength, natural frequency, and ability to absorb energy 
in deformation beyond the elastic limit that will allow the seat 
to serve without failure during a n  airplane deceleration pulse 
taken as the design requirement. These qualities of the seat can 
be obtained f r o m  measurements made under static conditions. 

Data are presented f rom full-scale laboratory and crash 
studies on the deceleration loads measured on dummy passengers 
in seats of standard and novel design. The general trends 
indicated by theory are obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

Crash measurements show that the deceleration imposed 
on a seat in a crash is highly irregular, and the question 
raised is “What is the relation between the properties of a 
seat measured under static conditions and its ability to hold 
the passenger through a deceleration?” This paper is con- 
cerned principally with the answer to this question. 

Crash measurements showed periods of high deceleration 
lasting for several tenths of a second separated by longer 
time intervals during which the deceleration was below 3 or 
4 g’s. Seat failure will usually occur during the short- 
duration high-deceleration phase of the crash. For this 
reason, interest in this report centers on this high-deceleration 
phase. A typical crash record of the high-deceleration period 
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is shown in figure l(a). Its highly oscillatory and irregular 
character is apparent. 
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(a) Deceleration components up to 100 cycles per second. 
(b) Deceleration components up to 50 cycles per second. 

FIGURC l.-Fuselage floor deceleration; longitudinal. 

The seat is the structural link between the fuselage floor 
and the passenger. The force required lo decelerate the 
passenger is applied by the s:at, usually through the seat 
belt or seat back. If the passenger were fastened rigidly to 
the seat and the seat rigidly to the floor, then the passenger, 
seat, and floor would move as a unit. The deceleration 
shown in figure 1, measured on the floor, would appear 
everywhere on the seat and passenger. The seat deceleration 
loads would be known at  once from the measured floor 
deceleration. If the peak deceleration there were 10 g’s and 
the seat were designed for 12 g’s, the seat would be working 
within safe limits. Actually, however, the seat is not rigid. 
I t  is made of flexible members. Also, the passenger is often 
loosely connected to the seat at the moment of the crash. 

Edmund 0. Rosenberg, 1950. 
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Seat flexibility is considered first, and the passenger is 
assumed tightly coupled to the seat. The passenger and the 
seat form a mass-spring system indicated schematicslly in 
figure 2 (a). The pedestal of the seat forms the spring 
attached to the floor, and the passenger constitutes the mass. 
When the passenger sits lightly in the seat, it  has its normal 
shape. However, when the seat restrains the passenger 
with a l a r p  holding force in a crash, the seat is distorted, as 
shown in exaggerated form in figure 2 (b). The holding 
force F on the passenger grows as shown in figure 3 as the 
seat is distorted. The straight-line portion of the cume is 
given by the expression 

P'= kx 

where k is the elastic constant of the seat and x is the seat 
distortion. The significant fact is that the passenger-holding 
force develops as the seat distorts, and this distortion takes 
time to grow. 

For the purpose of this report, the design strength of the 
seat is defined as the force Fd that distorts the seat to its 
elastic limit x6. The term xd is called the design distortion. 
As long as the seat distortion remains within the elastic limit, 
it will return to its original shape when the holding force F 
is relieved. If x6 is exceeded, the seat is permanently 

h 

(a) Mass-spring system. 
(b) Seat distortion. 

FIGURE Z.-Schematic model of airplane seat. 

P 

FIGURE I.--Seat elmticity. 

deformed. The process of seat failure has begun. Seat 
failure is considered to be a progressive process in which the 
permanent deformation of the seat grows to the point where 
the link between the passenger and the floor is broken. 

The design strength of a seat is often quoted in terms of 
the passenger deceleration the seat will hold, expressed in 
gravitational units. If m is the mass of the passenger, then 
the design strength of the seat A,,6 expressed in gravitational 
units is A,,a= Fdlm, where F6 is given in pounds-force and m 
is given in pounds-nmss. For simplicity, the seat is taken 
to be without mass compared with the passenger, who is 
assumed to weigh 200 pounds. The seat distortion J: is 
measured a t  the point of application of the passenger-holding 
force. For a formrd-facing passenger, this point is the seat- 
belt-attachment fitting on the seat. For a rearward-facing 
passenger, the holding force is distributed over the seat back 
as shown in figure 2 (b). Thc point a t  which the seat dis- 
tortion should be measured is detern?ined by the moment of 
the passenger's mass with respect to the seat floor attach- 
ment. Thispointis dpproximately 1 foot above the seat pan 
in the rearward facing seat. 

Data indicate that the natural frequency of a seat of the 
light construction used in aircraft and carrying a 200-pound 
passenger would be less than 20 cycles per second. From 
theory it is known that spring-mass systems having this low 
natural frequency will not move appreciably in response to 
the high-frequency components of the floor deceleration, 
which are of the order of 100 cycles per second in figure 1 (a). 

If these unimportant high-frequency oscillations in the 
deceleration trace are filtered out and only those oscillations 
up to 50 cycles per second remain, the prominent features of 
the deceleration trace become evident (fig. 1 (b)). The 
main crash pulse in this case appears to be made up of a 
base pulse of about 0.6-second duration surmounted by a 
few short-duration secondary pulses that rise to about twice 
the magnitude of the base pulse. In general, the decelera- 
tion can be considered to be composed of a base pulse having 
one or more secondary pulses, which may be of a magnitude 
greater or less than the base pulse. The secondary pulses 
may occur anywhere on the base pulse. Because the actual 
deceleration cannot be specified more exactly, a model for 
the deceleration is adopted that is made up of a base pulse 
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and a secondary pulse timed to produce the maximum seat 
load. This time will vary according to the case and need 
not be specified now. Seats designed to withstand this 
model deceleration best will also serve best in an actual 

SYMBOLS 

maximum magnitude of deceleration, g’s 
deceleration, function of time, g’s 
energy for seat destruction, ft-lb 
seat holding or distortion force, lb 
frequency of airplane half-sine deceleration pulse, cps 
natural frequency of seat-passenger system, cps 
elastic constant of seat, lb/ft 
mass of passenger, lh 
period of natural oscillation of seat-passenger system, 

time, see 
airplane velocity, ft/sec 
relative velocity between seat and airplane, ft/sec 
seat distortion, ft 
airplane deceleration rise time, sec 

U f n  

Subscripts : 
a airplane 
d design 
max maximum 
S seat 

SEAT RESPONSE TO DECELERATION PULSE 

The immediate concern is the response of the passenger 
and seat to the prominent deceleration pulse. To simplify 
the present discussion, only the main base pulse is considered, 
and it is assumed to be a sine wave running for one-half of 1 
complete cycle. I t  is instructive to compare the way the 
fuselage floor supporting the seat and the seat behave in 
response to this deceleration. In the remainder of this 
discussion, “airplane deceleration” is considered to be 
synonymous with fuselage-floor deceleration and seat de- 
celeration to be synonymous with passenger deceleration. 

AIRPLANE-SEAT DECELERATION RELATION 

In the upper part of figure 4 is shown the half-sine airplane 
deceleration pulse as a function of time. The lower part 
shows the airplane velocity during the pulse. At the begin- 
ning of the deceleration the airplane has an initial velocity 
indicated by the intercept of the velocity curve with the 
ordinate axis. As the airplane decelerates, its velocity falls, 
the slope of the velocity curve at  any time being equal to 
the magnitude of the deceleration at  the same time. The 
rate of change of the velocity is a maximum when the 
deceleration peaks. When the deceleration is over, the 
airplane velocity is reduced by an amount numerically equal 
to the area under the deceleration-time curve. 

Now consider the passenger in a rearward-facing seat, 
chosen rearward only because it eliminates the complicating 
factor of passenger flexure over the seat belt that occurs 
with a forward-facing seat. At the onset of airplane decelera- 
tion, the seat distortion is small because this distortion re- 
quires time to develop. The passenger-holding force and, 
consequently, his deceleration are also sm.al1. The passenger- 

1 

FIGURE 4.-Relative seat and airplane deceleration and velocity. 

seat velocity exceeds the airplane velocity by virtue of the 
lower passenger deceleration. At the point where the air- 
plane and seat deceleration curves cross, both have the same 
deceleration and the velocity curves are parallel. After the 
airplane deceleration is over, the airplane moves with uniform 
velocity, but the seat continues to decelerate because it bas 
a velocity higher than that of the airplane. At the peak of 
the seat-deceleration curve, the seat has its maximum dis- 
tortion and it attains the velocity of the airplane. As the 
elastic deformation of the seat subsides, the decelerating 
force still acts on the seat, and its velocity drops below the 
airplane velocity. 

The point of maximum seat stress occurs when the seat 
distortionis greatest. This point is at the top of the passenger- 
deceleration curve. As this point is approached, the seat 
is in greatest danger of failure. For this reason, in the dis- 
cussion that follows attention is fixed on this point of 
maximum passenger-seat deceleration. 

The maximum velocity acquired by the seat relative to the 
airplane is related to the airplane and seat decelerations in 
the following way: The seat velocity, with respect to the 
airplane, increases as long as the seat deceleration is less 
than that of the airplane. If the airplane and seat decelera- 
tions are plotted on the same time base, as in figure 5, the 
area between the airplane and seat deceleration curves shows 
thz variation of the relative seat velocity with time. Starting 
at zero time, the seat deceleration is less than the airplane 
deceleration until time t=T, is reached when the two 
decderation curves cross. The velocity acquired by the seat 
with respect to the airplane is given by the expression 

This integral is numerically equal to the shaded area in 
figure 5 between the two deceleration curves to the left of 
their intersection point. 

The relative seat velocity Av decreases when the seat 
deceleration rises above the airplane deceleration after time 
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Time, t 

FIGURE 5.-Seat deceleration response 

f=Tl. As long as A0 is positive, the seat distortion will 
grow. The passenger-holding force and, consequently, the 
seat deceleration will increase with this distortion in accord- 
ance with the previous discussion. The seat deceleration 
will increase, therefore, until all the relative seat velocity 
acquired before t= TI is cancelled during the higher-seat- 
deceleration phase after t= TI. The seat deceleration will 
reach its maximum when Aw falls to zero, and the increase in 
seat distortion ends at time t=T,. Because the relative 
velocity acquired up to f=Tl has been cancelled in the 
time T,-T,, 

(3) 

Tha peak seat deceleration occurs when the area between the 
seat and airplane deceleration curves to the right of their 
intersection is equal to that to the left. This is a useful 
point of view to establish in considering this subject. 

The question that now arises is “What determines whether 
the peak passenger deceleration is less than, equal to, or 
greater than the peak airplane deceleration?” A mathc- 
matical analysis shows that the relativa magnitudes of the 
passenger and airplane dccelerations depend on the ratio of 
the natural frequency of the seat to the frequency of the 
half-sine-wave deceleration pulse. This frequency is con- 
sidered to be equal to that of the continuous sine wave from 
which the airplane half-wave deceleration pulse is taken. 

Tho dependence of maximum seat deccleration on fre- 
quency ratio appears in figure 6 (a). Plotted along the 
abscissa is the ratio of seat natural frequency to airplane 
deceleration frequency, and along the ordinate is the ratio 
of peak seat deceleration to peak airplane deceleration. The 
peak passenger deceleration is less than the peak airplane 
doceleration as long as the frequency ratio is less than 0.52. 
Between a frequency ratio of 0.52 and 5.0 the peak passenger 
deceleration is greater than that of the airplane. The peak 
passenger deceleration can be nearly 1.8 times the peak 
airplane deceleration. For frequency ratios above 5, the peak 
passenger and airplane decelerations are about equal. 

I t  will be useful for future discussion to replot the data 
in figure 6 (a) in the form shown in figure 6 (b), in which 
the airplane deceleration frequency is the ordinate and the 
natural frequency of the seat is the abscissa. Lines of 
constant frequency ratio f n / f a  are straight lines in this plot. 
To each of these lines a value for AJA, is assignable from 

the original plot (fig. 6 (a)). The zones of attenuated, 
AmpliBed, and normal passenger response are mapped as 
wedge-shaped zones. This plot shows that a seat with a 
[ow natural frequency will operate in the amplification zone 
mer a nmrower range of airplane deceleration frequencies 
than the stiffer seats of high natural frequency. The stiffer 
jeats have the advantage of operating in the normal zone 
for a wider range of airplane deceleration frequencies. 

FACTOBS GOYERNING NATURAL FREQUENCY OF SEAT 

Two seat-design factors govern seat natural frequency: 
design seat strength Fd and the seat distortion zd that 

? - 8  c 

t 2  

Frequency rotio, $& Seat noturol frequency, h, cps 

(a) Ratio of maximum seat to maximum airplane deceleration against 

(b) Replot of (a) in terms of airplane deceleration and seat frequency. 
frequency ratio. 

FIGURE 6.-Ratio of seat to airplane deceleration. 

Magnitude seal design of 

deceleration, 

\ 

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I .o 
Seat design distorlion, x@, f i  

FIGURE 7.-Variation of seat natural frequency with design distortions. 
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occurs under a load equal to Fd. 
the seat is given by the expression 

The natural frequency of 

1 k  
f n = G  JG (4) 

where k=Fd/xd and m=200 pounds=200/32 slugs. 
these substitutions are made, equation (4) has the form 

When 

(5) 

since Fd/m=A,,. The variation of seat natural frequency 
with seat strength and design deformation given by equa- 
tion (5) is plotted in figure 7. If the design distortion xd 
is 1/12 foot, the natural frequency of the seats ranges from 
7 to 17 cycles per second for seats ranging in strength from 
5 to 30 9's. If the design distortion is increased to 1 foot, 
about the practical maximum for airplanes, the natural 
frequency declines to 2 cycles per second for the 5-9 scat 
and 5 cycles per second for the 30-9 seat. In general, most 
aircraft seats carrying a 200-pound passenger will have a 
natural frequency less than 20 cycles per second. 

SEAT RESPONSE TO A BASE DECELERATION PULSE 

A brief study of the seat response to a single half-sine 
pulse raises some important aspects of the seat design prob- 
lem. In this study the effect of the duration of the decelera- 
tion pulse on the maximum seat deceleration is examined. 

Two of the several factors defining the severity of a 
deceleration pulse me the airplane velocity change that 
occurs over the pulse and the peak deceleration attained. 
If the pulse has a pure half-sine form, the change in airplane 
velocity AV is given by the expression 

2 AV=- A,t 
IT 

where A, is the amplitudc of the airplane half-sine decelera- 
tion pulse, expressed in feet per second per second and t is the 
total pulse duration. Since the period of the sine wave from 
which the half-sine pulse is taken is equal to 2t, the frequency 
fa is equal to  1/2t. Substitution of this equality in equation 
(6a) yields the useful equation 

The change in airplane velocity during a pulse is plotted in 
figure 8 with the ordinate scale linear for fa and a linear 
abscissa scale for A,. A second ordinate scale for the time 
duration of the pulse t is nonlinear. This scale corresponds 
to the values of fa through the relation (given previously) 

1 t=- 
2fo 

The left side of figure 8 is a repeat of the seat-response plot 
shown in figure 6 (b) with the ordinate fa common to  both 

By means of figure 8 it is possible to explore the manner 
in which the maximum seat deceleration varies with the 

plots. 

change in airplane velocity produced by the deceleration 
pulse. Assume that the performance is to be determined of 
a seat designed for 10 g's in an airplane deceleration pulse 
whose amplitude A, i s  10 9's. Assume also that the seat 
involved has a natural frequency of 8 cycles per second. 
With reference to the right side of figure 8, a half-sine air- 
plane deceleration pulse of 10-9 ampIitude that produces a 
velocity change of 120 feet per second, for example, lasts for 
0.6 second and has a frequency of about 0.8 cycle per second. 
The left side of the plot shows that a seat with a natural 
frequency of 8 cycles per second will have a normal response 
to a deceleration pulse with a frequency of 0.8 cycle per 
second. This means that that seat will experience a 10-9 
peak deceleration for which it is designcd. 
Ratio of max seat 

to max. airplane 
deceleration 
amplitude, Deceferotion 

pulse 
frequency, 4/43 

I .o\ f" 

12 IO 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4  
Seat notural frequeicy, 6 Airplane deceleration amplitude, A,,. g's 

FIGURE 8.--Seat response; half-sine pulse. 

Now consider what happens in an airplane deceleration 
pulse whose amplitude A, is also 10 g's, but whose time dura- 
tion is only 0.12 second. The change in airplane velocity 
AV in this case is only 25 feet per second in contrast to the 
first case for which AV was 120 feet per second. The frc- 
quency of the airplane deceleration pulse fa is now about 
4 cycles per second. The scat with a natural frequency of 
8 cycles per second would be operating in the zone plotted 
in figure 8 wherc the peak seat doceleration is amplified, 
A,/A,>1. For the airplane deceleration pulse that pro- 
duced a AV of 25 feet per second, the seat would be over- 
stressed. Yet, the previous case showed that it would serve 
without overstress in a deceleration pulse that produced a 
AV of 120 feet per second, the amplitude of the decelera- 
tion pulse being the same in both cases. 

The reason for this seemingly anomalous result is related 
to the necessity for the seat to distort before the seat decel- 
eration develops. Consider now the two airplane decelera- 
tion pulses of the same amplitude shown in figure 9. The 
pulse of short duration, which produces a relatively small 
change in airplane velocity, is shown in figure 9 (a). Since 
the pulse has short duration, it rises quickly to its peak value. 
The seat deceleration develops more slowly because of the 
time required for the seat to distort. An undesirable veloc- 
ity difference develops between the seat and the airplane 
that can produce a peak seat deccleration greater than the 
peak airplane doceleration. This condition corresponds to 
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the deceleration pulse that produced a change in airplane 
speed of 25 feet per second. 

The long-dunation pulse that produces the large change 
in airplane velocity is shown in &ure 9 (b). The airplane 
deceleration rises gradually to its peak value because of the 
long pulse duration. For this reason, the seat has time to 
distort and develop its deceleration without appreciable lag. 
The seat deceleration can follow the airplane deceleration 
quite faithfully, and the velocity difference responsible for 
overshoot of the seat deceleration does not develop. These 
considerations emphasize the important role that the rate 
of rise of the airplane deceleration plays in determining the 
maximum seat deceleration. 

,.- -., 
/ /= Airplone Seat 

/ 
/ x \ 

FIGURE 9.-Effect of airplane deceleration frequency on seat 
deceleration. 

MODEL OF DECELERATION PULSE FOR SEAT DESIGN 

Since the rate of rise of the airplane deceleration proved 
to be an important quality, it is necessary to describe the 
airplane deceleration more accurately. The model used for 
the deceleration pulse must include a description of the rate 
of rise as well as the magnitude and duration. The half- 
sine pulse does not allow au independent specification of 
these factors. 

A proposed model for the airplane deceleration that better 
approximates actual deceleration measurements is shown in 
figure 10. The base deceleration pulse is divided into three 
time zones: a rise time during which the airplane decelera- 
tion grows to maximum value, a dwell during which the 
deceleration has a constant value, and a decay time taken 
equal to the rise time. I t  is recognized that there is no nec- 
essary relation between the r ise and decay times. However, 
peak seat decelerations will most likely occur during the 
dwell. For this reason, the decay time is not as important 
as the rise time. Very little is lost by the convenience gained 
by equating the rise and decay times. 

As before, secondary pulses are superimposed on the base 
pulse. The secondary pulse may vary considerably in shape. 
A half-sine pulse represents a reasonable approximation for 
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FIGURE 10.-Deceleration pulse components. 

the secondary pulses which are of short duration compared 
with the base pulse. Secondary pulses may appear anywhere 
on the base pulse and may attain peak magnitudes greater 
than that of the base pulse. 

The importance of the dwell in the base pulse in deter- 
mining maximum seat deceleratipn is illustrated schemati- 
cally in figure 11 (a). The base deceleration pulse is given 
by the curve ABDEF. Shown also is a half-sine pulse 
ABHJC having the same rise time and peak magnitude. 
The maximum seat decelerations obtained with each pulse, 
which differ only because of the dwell time, are compared. 

Consider first the seat response to the half-sine pulse. 
Assume that the situation shown in figure 9 (a) applies; the 
seat deceleration lags the airplane deceleration appreciably. 
The seat deceleration develops along the curve AKJ (fig. 
11 (a)). The area between the half-sine airplane deceleration 
pulse and the seat deceleration curve, area 1, represents the 
relative velocity acquired by the seat. This velocity carries 
the seat deceleration beyond point J until area 2 between 
the seat deceleration I curve and the airplane deceleration 
pulse is equal to area 1, in accordance with the earlier dis- 
cussion. Maximum seat deceleration is attained at  point L 
where the seat deceleration has about the same value as the 
peak airplane deceleration for the case shown. 

The seat response to the long-duration airplane deceIera- 
tion pulse ABDEF, which has the same rise time and peak 
magnitude as the half-sine pulse, develops initially along the 
line AK. Because the long-duration pulse maintains the 
peak deceleration beyond point B, the seat deceleration 
follows curve AKHD beyond point K. The seat velocity 
relative to the airplane grows continuously up to point D. 
After point D the seat deceleration continues to grow by 
virtue of this relative velocity and attains values greater 
than the airplane deceleration. The seat deceleration grows 
until area 3, between the seat deceleration curve and the 
airplane deceleration curve, is equal to that before point D 
(approximately equal to area 1). Since the airplane de- 
celeration dwells a t  its maximum value, the seat deceleration 
must climb to point G in order to develop this area. This 
dwell is responsible for the seat deceleration attaining a 
maximum value at  point G significantly greater than its 
value at  point L in response to a half-sine pulse. 
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Time, f 

(a) Schematic interpretation of response. 
(b) Ratio of maximum seat deceleration to maximum airplane decelera- 

tion (ref. 1). T=l/f,. 

FIGURE 11.-Seat response; prolonged deceleration pulse. 

The ratio of maximum seat deceleration to maximum air- 
plane deceleration for a base deceleration pulse having a 
dwell time appreciably longer than the rise time is given to 
a useful approximation in tbis problem in figure 11 (b). The 
values AJA, in this figure are computed on the assumption 
that the rise-time portion of the airplane deceleration pulse 
has the cycloidal shape shown on the figure. In  view of the 
variety of possible shapes for this curve that may actually 
appear in crashes, further refinement in the definition of the 
rise-time curve is not justified. In  figure 11 (b), r is the 
airplane deceleration rise time and Tis  the period of the nat- 
ural seat oscillation; Tis  related to theseat natural frequency 
through the expression 

T= l/fn 

According to figure 11 (b), the peak seat deceleration can 
be equal to twice the peak airplane deceleration when the 
period of the seat natural oscillation is large compared to 
the rise time for the airplane deceleration. When the ratio 
r/T is greater than 2, the airplane and seat deceleration 
peaks are about the same. Smce the ratio r/T increases 
with seat stiffness for a given airplane deceleration rise time, 
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stiff seats will give lower seat decelerations than flexible 
;eats of low natural frequency. 

ENERGY AVAILABLE FOR SEAT FAILURE 

There remains one major area that requires discussion 
before the approach to seat design proposed in this report 
can be presented. This area treats the questions “What is 
the energy available for breaking the seat, and how much is 
required?” While the treatment of these questions given 
here is admittedly approximate, the basic considerations 
involved are presented in their proper perspective and 
emphasis. 

A case for which this treatment holds quite well is con- 
sidered first. The airplane deceleration pulse has a broad 
dwell (fig. 12), and the seat deceleration lags the airplanc 
deceleration to produce the overshoot shown in the figure. 
The velocity of the seat relative to the airplane acquired by 
the time the deceleration curves cross a t  point D commits 
the seat deceleration to grow to A,. If the seat distortion 
zmoz associated with A, is within the elastic limit of the seat, 
then the energy of seat deformation E,,, is given by the 
expression 

(7) 
1 E,,=- kx2 2 mOz ~ 

This is the expression for the potential energy contained in 
an elastic system distorted an amount xmar. 

I 
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FIGURE 12.-Energy for seat failure 

It is important to note that the quantity E,,, is pre- 
determined by the time the seat deceleration curve crosses the 
airplane deceleration curve at  point D. At this point, the 
sum of the potential energy of seat distortion and the lrinetic 
energy represented by the velocity of the seat relative to the 
airplane is equal to E,,,. This is the energy available to 
stretch the seat to xmoz. If the seat can distort elastically and 
absorb this energy, the seat does not suffer. However, if the 
elastic limit of the seat is exceeded before E,,, is completely 
converted to potential energy of seat distortion, then a 
residue of energy is available to destroy the seat. This 
residue is equal to the difference between E,,, and Ea, where 
Ed is the potential energy contained in the seat when it is 
distorted to its elastic limit xd. 

E=E,,- Ed=- 2 k(x&%- 22) 

Accordingly, 
1 

(88) 
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In order to put this equation into more convenient form, the 
following substitutions are made: 

kxm=mA, 

m 
k xmm=-- A, 

kxa=mA,.a 

This function is plotted in figure 13, with the energy given in 
foot-pounds, the seat design strength F d  in pounds force, and 
the passenger mass m equal to 200 pounds mass. 

O o o r  / Ratio of design seat 
holding force t o  
seat possenger 

Rotio of max seat deceleration lo seat design strength, 

FIGURE 13.-Energy for seat destruction. 

a, 
4 , d  

Equation (8b) is quite accurate as long as the design 
strength of the seat A,,d is greater than the magnitude of the 
airplane decleration pulse acting on the seat. However, if 
A,,, is less than the value of the airplane deceleration, then 
the seat acquires a velocity relative to the airplane which 
differs from that implied by equations (sa) and (8b). If the 
stiffness of the seat declines after the elastic limit is exceeded, 
then the seat will acquire a higher velocity than it would if 
the stiffness were maintained. This higher velocity is related 
to the time lag involved in the development of the seat decel- 
eration force associated with seat distortion discussed earlier. 
The higher velocity acquired by the seat increases the energy 
available for destroying it. If the seat stiffness increases after 
the elastic limit is exceeded, then the velocity of the seat rela- 
tive to the airplane is less than it would be if the original stiff- 
ness were maintained. The energy available to destroy the 
seat is reduced below that given by equations (sa) and (8b). 

However, these equations give a good approximation of the 
energy available to destroy the seat in any case, and can 
serve the seat designer with an index of the direction his 
design should take. 

It is appropriate now to point out briefly what this seat 
destructionenergydoes to theseat. This isdonewith reference 
to figure 14, which shows a stress-strain curve for the seat 
similar to figure 3 carried beyond the elastic limit. Seat 
destruction is viewed here as a progressive process that 
begins when the elastic limit is exceeded. The seat destruc- 
tion energy is available to stress the seat beyond the elastic 
l i t .  The energy absorbed in seat deformation beyond 
the elastic limit is equal to the area under the stress-strain 
curve beyond the elastic limit indicated by the shaded area 
in figure 14 (a). 

A desirable seat is one which maintains a high value of 
holding force F as it stretches beyond the elastic limit. The 
seat should be capable of appreciable deformation beyond 
the elastic limit with high holding force maintained to the 
breaking point as shown in figure 14 (a). Seat failure will 
not occur if the seat-breaking energy E can be absorbed in 
seat deformation beyond the elastic limit before the breaking 
point is reached. This condition is illustrated in figure 14 (a). 

Two undesirable seat deforniation modes beyond the 
elastic limit are shown in figure 14 (b). Curve A shows 

Breaking point- ... ____. 

Sent displacement, x 

(a) Satisfactory energy absorption. 
(b) Unsatisfactory energy absorption. 

FIGURE 14.--Energy absorption beyond elastic limit 
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high seat holding force beyond the elastic limit, but a small 
allowable deformation before breaking. Such a curve 
would be obtained with a seat whose members being de- 
formed are brittle, or one in which the entire seat load passes 
through a single structural element which is the weak link 
in the stress chain. Curve B shows a seat holding force 
that declines rapidly with deformation beyond the elastic 
limit. Highly efficient, lightweight seat structures may 
have this quality. Modest changes in the shapes of the 
members of these seats when stressed beyond the elastic 
limit sometimes result in the rapid deterioration in holding 
force illustrated by curve B. 

PROPOSED APPROACH TO SEAT DESIGN 

The three principal qualities of a seat that relate to its 
ability to hold a passenger through a deceleration pulse are 
the natural frequency of the seat, its static strength, and 
its ability to absorb energy in deformation beyond the 
elastic limit. The problem now is to determine a set of 
magnitudes for these qualities that will produce a seat 
that will serve for a deceleration pulse of given description. 
Presumably, this deceleration pulse is the design requirement 
for the seat. 
DESCRIPTION OF AIRPLANE DECELERATION PULSES FOR SEAT DESIGN 

A study of the airplane deceleration records obtained 
during the crash research program suggests the description 
of crash deceleration pulses shown in table I. The severity 
of the crash pulse is indicated by the approximate airplane 
velocity change produced by the pulse. The pulse is made 
up of a base pulse and a secondary pulse of the type shown 
in figure 10. A variety of pulses can occur in a crash to 
produce a given airplane velocity change. The values of 
the pulse components given in table I are considered to  be 
quite severe from the standpoint of the seat, and yet are 
consistent with crash measurements. Some of the values 
given are talren directly from crash data. Others are ob- 
tained from a study of the trends shown by a substantial 
quantity of information obtained during the crash program. 
This is particularly true for the more severe crash pulses. 

The deceleration pulses listed in table I are grouped under 
transport and cargo headings. The transport category in- 
cludes the modern pressurized low-wing or middle-wing 
airplane. The cargo category applies to the high-wing un- 
pressurized airplane such as the C-82 packet from which 
some of the data given in the table were obtained. A 
cargo nirplane of this type is shown in the table to have 
lower maximum deceleration than the transport. This 
difference results from the fact that the belly structure of the 
cargo airplane is too soft to dig deeply into the ground upon 
crashing. The airplane deceleration produced by ground- 
plowing and tearing of the soft belly structure reaches values 
less than those for an airplane of pressurized design in the 
same crash. 

The strong belly of the pressurized transport will dig more 
deeply into the ground upon crashing. Exposed members 
of the airplane structure that engage the ground are stronger 
than those of the cargo airplane considered here. Larger 
loads between these members and the ground can develop 
before failure of these members occurs. 

Because of the greater stiffness of the transport structure, 
it will rebound after impact and disengage from heavy 
ground contact more rapidly than the cargo airplane. The 
major deceleration pulses will be of shorter duration for the 
transport than for the cargo airplane. 

Most airplanes have structures which lie between the two 
types given. Some judgment is required to determine how 
to modify the values given in table I to apply to a given 
airplane. Little error will be made if the deceleration 
pulses listed for the transport are talren to apply to all low- 
wing and middle-wing pressurized transport and cargo air- 
planes. The deceleration pulses listed for the cargo airplane 
can be used for unpressurized high-wing transport and cargo 
airplanes. 

The choice of deceleration pulse which seats are to meet 
depends on many factors, including seat weight and comfort. 
All the deceleration pulses given in table I are within human 
tolerance limits if a suitable seat is provided. 

The values given in table I describe deceleration pulses 
acting in a longitudinal direction (from front to rear). 
Lateral and rearward decelerations can be assumed to have 
magnitudes equal t o  75 and 50 percent, respectively, of 
those shown in the table with the same time durations. 
The change in airplane velocity over th&e lateral and rear- 
ward pulses would be reduced correspondingly. The de- 
celerations in the vertical direction can be taken to be the 
same as those shown in table I. 

BASIS OF PROPOSED APPROACH 

The proposed approach to seat design is based on equation 
(8b), in which the three principal seat quatities appear 
together. By means of equation (8b) a consistent set of 
values of the principal seat qualities is defined. I t  is 
assumed that the seat designer making use of equation (8b) 
knows approximately how the seat strength and stiffness 
(natural frequency) are related for the type of seat he makes. 
The problem, then, is to arrive at  a basis for choosing a 
seat strength to withstand the deceleration pulse chosen as 
the design requirement. 

The proposed design method is most easily discussed in 
terms of an illustrative example. Assume for the purposes 
of this illustration that a seat is desired to withstand a decel- 
eration pulse given in table I for a transport airplane under- 
going a velocity change of 80 feet per second. The primary 
pulse has a magnitude A, of 18 g’s and a time T of 0.06 second. 
The secondary pulse has a magnitude A, of 15 g’s and a 
duration T/2 of 0.03 second. 

EVALUATION OF MAXIMUM SEAT DECELERATION 

The proposed method begins with an evaluation of the 
maximum seat deceleration A,,,,, which is a key param- 
eter in equation (8b). Its evaluation as a function of the 
seat natural frequencyf, is required. Assume that, for the 
moderate degree of accuracy required in calculations of this 
type, the seat deceleration may be computed separately for 
the primary and secondary airplane deceleration pulse com- 
ponents with due regard for the phase relation involved. 
Seat response to the complete pulse is made up of the sum of 
the responses to the separate components. This implies that 
the seat represents a linear elastic system. Since attention 
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is focused on the seat as its first distortion grows monotoni- 
cally to a maximum, the assumption of linearity applies reason- 
ably well. For reasons discussed later, the seat departs 
markedly from a linear elastic system in its oscillation 
following this first displacement to maximum distortion. 
However, friction and other damping of the seat oscillation 
arc considered to make the seat displacement subsequent to 
the first peak of lesser importance. 

The values of A for the primary and secondary pulse com- 
ponents as a function of seat natural frequencyf, can be 
obtained directly from figures l l (b)  and 6(a). By way of 
illustration, consider the response of the seat to the primary 
deceleration pulse. In thc case chosen for this example 
T is 0.06 second. A seat having a natural frequency of 10 
cycles per second, for example, will have a period T of 0.10 
sccond. The ratio of peak seat decelerations to peak air- 
plane decelerations for the primary pulse is given by figure 

(llb) for - = 2 = 0 . 6  as As/Aa=1.7. Since A, is 18 g’s 

in this case, A, for the primary pulse is 1.7)<18=30.6 g’s. 
Choosing seat natural frequencies over a range of 2 to 16 
cycles per second, and repeating this process provide the 
seat deceleration curve for the primary pulse as a function 
of jn shown in figure 15(a). For the primary deceleration 
pulse the maximum seat deceleration increases with decreas- 
ing seat natural frequency. 

A method for obtaining the maximum seat deceleration for 
the half-sine secondary deceleration pulse is discussed 
previously in this report. This m.ethod makes use of the 
plot shown in figure 6(b), which is rcpi.odcccd i? m.orc coir.- 
plete form in the upper half of figure 15(a). As before, the 
frequency of the deceleration pulse (secondary half-sine 
pulse) fa is plotted as the ordinate and the natural frequency 
of the seat fn as the abscissa. The family of straight lines 
represents combinations of fa and f, for which the ratio of 
maximum seat deceleration to maximum airplane decelera- 
tion has the values assigned to the lines. The duration of 
the half-sine pulse is given in table I as 0.03 second. This 
corresponds to a full-wave frequency of 17 cycles per second 
for the case used in this example. The designer can use 
figure I 5  (a) to obtain the ratio of maximum seat to maximum 
airplane deceleration for the secondary pulse by drawing a 
horizontal line representing fa equal to 17 cycles per second 
as shown in the figure. Each intersection of this horizontal 
line with lines of constant AJA, determines. a ratio of maxi- 
mum seat to maximum airplane deceleration for the cor- 
responding value of the seat natural frequency fn shown on 
the abscissa. Since the magnitude of the secondary pulse 
A, is 15 g’s, it  is possible to plot A, in response to this sec- 
ondary pulse as a function of fn from the information given 
in the chart. This plot is given in the lower half of figure 
15(a), where the lower ordinate is A,. Notice that the seat 
response to the secondary half-sine pulse increases with seat 
natural frequency. For this secondary pulse the lower seat 
natural frequencies would be preferred. 

The secondary pulse can occur anywhere on the base 
pulse. It is reasonable to assume that the maximum seat 
deceleration in response to the secondary and prim.aiy pulses 
will occur a t  tho same time often enough to consider this to 
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be the design condition for the seat. The total seat de- 
celeration is obtained by simply adding the maximum seat 
response to the secondary and primary pulses. The third 
curve in the lower half of figure 15(a) results. This curve 
shows that the maximum seat deceleration A, changes little 
with natural frequency of the seat for the design conditions 
chosen. Over the frequency range the maximum seat 
deceleration varies between 40 and 48 g’s in response to a 
peak airplane deceleration of 33 g’s, being the sum of the 
magnitudes of the primssy and secondary pulse. 

EVALUATION OF SEAT DESTRUCTION ENERGY 

The designer’s estimate of the variation of seat natural 
frequency with seat strength provides the remaining infor- 
mation required for equation (8b). Assume that the 
variation of seat strength with seat natural frequency for 
the seat type involved has the form shown a t  the top of 
figure 15(b). This is a purely hypothetical relation. It is 

% Ratio of sent to airdone 
Y deceleration amplitude, 
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(a) Determination of maximum seat deceleration. 
(b) Determination of seat-destruction energy requirement. 

FIQTJRE 15.-Seat-design chart. 
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used in this report solely for the purpose of illustrating the 
method under discussion. In this figure, seat strength is 
given in terms of force Fd or acceleration AS,&. Both forms 
of expressing seat strength can be used in equation (8b). 

Since all the quantities required for equation (8b) are given 
directly in terms of the seat natural frequencyf,, it  is possible 
to plot the seat destruction energy E as a function offn. This 
is done in the lower half of figure 15(b) by means of the infor- 
mation giveii in figures 15(a) and (b). The upper and lower 
curves of figure 15(b) show the combination of seat natural 
frequency, strength, and energy absorption in deformation 
beyond the elastic limit that are required of a seat to serve in 
the airplane deceleration pulse chosen here as the basis for 
the design. All these properties can be obtained from meas- 
urements made under static conditions. This method of 
relating the properties of a seat measured under static condi- 
tions to its ability to serve under the dynamic conditions of 
a deceleration pulse constitutes a principal objective of this 
report. 

According to the results obtained in figure 15(b), the seat 
destruction energy to  be absorbed E decreases with increasing 
seat strength. A seat with a design strength of 20 g’s would 
have to absorb about 3000 foot-pounds beyond its elastic 
limit before failure if it  is to serve this 33-g peak airplane 
deceleration. A seat designed for 28 g’s would have to absorb 
about 900 foot-pounds. This would mean a seat deformation 
of 0.16 foot beyond the elastic limit for the seat if it  main 
tained its design holding force Fa of 5600 pounds as an average 
over this deformation, If this energy absorption beyond the 
elastic limit is provided before the seat breaks, then this 28-9 
seat would serve in this airplane deceleration that reaches a 
peak of 33 g’s and subjects the passenger to a maximum 
deceleration of about 48 g’s. The seat natural frequency 
would be 11% cycles per second. 

The two curves of figure 15(b) provide the designer with 
matched sets of values for the seat parameter that will serve 
the design airplane deceleration pulse. The common tie be- 
tween these curves is the seat natural frequency fn. Obvi- 
ously, it  will be impossible to provide the large energy absorp- 
tion E required for the relatively low-strength seats indicated 
in figure 15(b). This requirement limits the choice of seat 
parameter sets to those which include values of E that can 
be realized in practice. 

I t  is conceivable that special arrangements can be made in 
the seat to provide for extra seat deformation beyond the 
elastic limit before the seat breaks. The amount of inten- 
tional deformation that may be permitted is limited by the 
space between adjacent seats. In transport airplanes about 
1 foot of fore-aft displacement is available to exploit in this 
way. 

Considerations of seat weight and comfort will further 
limit the choice of seat parameter sets. When seats are 
designed to hold passengers in deceleration that approaches 
human tolerance limits, the seat natural frequency that keeps 
the passenger deceleration within the tolerance limit has 
obvious merit. In the example given previously, there was 
little to gain from a choice of seat natural frequency. How- 
ever, for airplane deceleration pulses wherc the secondary 

pulse is larger in magnitude than the base pulse some ad- 
vantage may appear in favor of lower seat frequencies. 

EXPERIMENTAL SEAT STUDIES 

The key role played by seat natural frequency in deter- 
mining the maximum seat deceleration suggested a class of 
scat that exploits this parameter to reduce the seat decelera- 
tion. This seat malres use of the fact that the seat decelera- 
tion in response to the base airplane deceleration pulse 
decreases with increasing seat natural frequency as shown 
in figures 11 (b) and 15 (a). Seat deceleration in response 
to the short-duration secondary pulse decreases with de- 
creasing seat natural frequency, as shown in figure 15 (a). 
Because of this dual character of the role played by the 
parameter of seat natural frequency, a seat that has both 
a high- and low-frequency range was constructed to deter- 
mine whether some gains in passenger deceleration reduction 
can be achieved. The seat was tried in the laboratory and 
in some of the airplane crashes conducted in this program. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SEAT 

Several forms of the seat were made which employed two 
ranges of natural frequency. The stregs-strain curve for 
these seats had the general character shown in figure 16. 
The seat has large stiffness and, consequently, high fre- 
quency for a holding force up to several thousand pounds. 
The high-frequency range corresponds to the force-distortion 
line of large slope shown in figure 16. Beyond that value of 
holding force the seat stiffness is reduced considerably, as 
indicated by the marked reduction in slope of the force- 
distortion line in figure 16. For this range, the seat has a 
low natural frequency. Because of this dual frequency 
range the seat will be called a duplex seat. 

6ooor / 

lOOOt/  
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Seat distortion, x, f t  

FIGURE 16.-Duplex-seat frequency. 

A seat with this dual frequency range in principle would 
respond to an airplane deceleration pulse in the manner 
shown in figure 17. Because of the large stiffness of the 
seat under low load, the seat deceleration grows rapidly 
with displacement and follows the early portion of the air- 
plane deceleration pulse quite faithfully. A large difference 
in velocity between seat and airplane is avoided in this way 
and a marked overshoot of seat deceleration does not occur. 
Also, when high short-duration secondary pulses are en- 
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countered, the seat will distort into its low-frequency range 
and provide some attenuation of the secondary pulse 
deceleration. 

FIGURE 17.-Duplex-seat response. 

Various seats were made having elastic properties of the 
same general character as that shown in figure 16. There 
were considerable differences among the seats in the stiffness 
in both the low- and high-frequency ranges. However, all 
the seats had the general form shown in figure 18. The seat 
pedestal is in two parts. One part is a cylindrical floor piece 
that is fixed to the fuselage floor, and the other part is 
similarly shaped but fixed to the seat pan. The two parts 
of the pedestal are joined by an elastic band that is pre- 
stressed to force them together. For a seat having the 
stiffness characteristic shown in figure 16, this prestress force 
requires that a force of 2400 pounds be applied to the seat 
belt or seat back to begin to stretch the elastic band. Seat 
distortion under loads less than 2400 pounds takes place 
through the seat structure above the pedestal. The seat 
operates then on the high-stiffness portion of the curve. 
When this load exceeds 2400 pounds, the elastic band 
stretches and the seat distortion follows the low-stiffness 
portion of the curve of figure 16. 

FIGURE 18.-Experimental duplex seat; impact from rear. 

Seat parts above the pedestal are made of air-inflated 
rubberized fabric. These air-inflated members are rein- 
forced with lightened aluminum structural elements. These 
elements are shielded from the passenger and others in ad- 
jacent seats by the air-inflated members. The seat maintains 
its shape and strength if the air is lost from the inflated 
members. Because the seat pedestal is cylindrical, it  can 
distort under load in a horizontal plane, regardless of the 
direction of the load. 

DECELEBATION PULSE LOADS WITH EXPERIMENTAL SEATS 

Longitudinal loads.-The effect of deceleration pulse loads 
on experimental seats was studied early in this work to 
determine whether the advantage of the double seat natural 
frequency range just described is actually realized. By means 
of the apparatus shown schematically in figure 19, a single 
deceleration pulse was imposed on a seat of this type carrying 
a 200-pound dummy as a passenger. The seat was mounted 
on a platform representing the fuselage floor. The platform 
was suspended by a cable from a high support to form a 
swing. The dummy passenger, the seat, and the swing 
platform were suitably fitted with accelerometers, which 
provided a continuous deceleration record. The swing 
deceleration pulse was produced by displacing it about 12 
feet above its rest level and releasing it to strike the target 
on wheels shown in figure 19. A typical swing deceleration 
pulse appears as the lowest curve on figure 20. The swing 
deceleration pulse reached a peak of about 30 9’s. The de- 
celeration endured for only 0.04 second because of the low 
velocity of the swing upon impact with the target. 

The dummy, riding rearward in the duplex seat, experi- 
enced a peak longitudinal hip deceleration of 20 g’s and a 
longitudinal chest deceleration of 12 g’s, as compared with a 
peak swing deceleration of 30 9’s. In a rearward-facing 
seat of this type, which pivots under load from a point under 
the passenger, the hips decelerate more rapidly than the 
chest. This results from the fact that the chest and hips 
travel a t  the same speed before the swing decelerates upon 
impact with the target. Because the hips lie closer to the 
point of flexure of the pedestal than does the chest, the hips 
are subject to a higher deceleration. The mechanical 
reasons for this are beyond the scope of this paper. , Since 
human vital organs lie close to the chest this effect constitutes 
an advantage. 

F I G U R ~  19.-Irnpact swing. 
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FIGURE ZO.-Measured passenger decelerations; duplex seat; 
longitudinal deceleration. 

The seat used to obtain the data shown in figure 20 had a 
low prestress in the elastic band joining the upper and lower 
halves of the seat pedestal. The large time lag between the 
rise of swing deceleration and that of the dummy’s hips 
shows that while this seat serves well for a short-duration 
pulse it is unsuited for the long-duration base pulse described 
in the previous section of the report. The swing deceleration 
in figure 20 has the character of a secondary pulse for which 
the low frequency of the seat has the distinct advantage 
shown by the data of figure 20. 

A rigid seat of conventional design mounted rearward on 
the same swing produced the data shown in figure 21. The 
swing was dropped from a lower elevation than for the 
data of figure 20. The swing deceleration peaked at  22 g’s. 
The dummy’s hips and chest reached peak decelerations 
of 27 and 30 g’s, respectively; this showed the amplification 
of the airplane deceleration covered earlier in this discussion. 
This increase in the dummy’s deceleration over that of the 
swing is in marlred contrast to the decrease recorded for 
the duplex seat shown in figure 20. 

Vertical loads.-Vertical crash decelerations can be as 
large as those in the longitudinal direction. Devices for 
reducing the vertical blow felt by the passenger by permitting 
vertical seat distortion are limited to a distortion of  about 
8 inches, which represents the free space between the seat 
pan and the floor. Further, the vertical seat deformation 
should be provided in such a way that the seat strength in 
other directions is not reduced when this deformation 
occurs. 

Elastic devices for giving the seat a natural frequency in 
the vertical direction could be designed according to the 
principles discussed earlier. However, the chances are that 
high vertical decelerations will appear only once in a crash. 
The simplest devices for this service are designed to deform 
permanently under the vertical load after it attains values 
approaching human tolerance limits verging on injury, about 
20 g‘s. The most useful force-deformation relation is 
illustrated in figure 22 (a). This curve shows that the 
vertical force exerted by the passenger on the device holds 
constant a t  a high tolerable value as the device deforms. 

Dummy’s hips 
-- ~ 

a ::br, , , I 
Swing platform 

0 

0 .05 .I 0 .I5 .20 .25 
Time a f t e r  impact, SeC 

FIGURE 21.-Measured passenger decelerations; rigid seat; longitudinal 
deceleration. 

In this way the maximum vertical energy absorption is 
attained within human tolerance. 

One of the many possible devices for this service is shown 
in figure 22 (b). The device consists of three concentric 
cylinders, two of which are shown in the figure, made of 
corrugated sheet aluminum. Under a load of 20 g’s with a 
200-pound passenger the bellows-like cylinders collapse 
inelastically. 

Swing studies of the effectiveness of these cylinders were 
conducted with the seat mounted with its back parallel to 
the floor of the swing. With this seat orientation the swing 
deceleration acts through the seat in a direction parallel 
to the spine of the dummy whose torso is horizontal in this 
experiment. The data of figure 23 show that, whereas the 
swing decelerations reach a peak of 40 g’s, the deceleration 
of the dummy’s hips leveled off at the design 20 g’s. 

Seat performance in crash’.--In a crash study of seat per- 
formance both rigid and experimental duplex seats with high 
prestress were used. The duplex seats were fitted with the 
corrugated cylinders just described for absorbing the vertical 
crash blow. In one crash of particular interest a high 
lateral and vertical deceleration was developed. A lateral 
load is one parallel to the fuselage floor and perpendicular to 
the long axis of the fuselage. 

The lateral airplane deceleralion is shown in figure 24 
along with the hip and chest decelerations of dummies in 
rearward-facing rigid and duplcx seats. Because the ped- 
estal of the duplex seat is cylindrical it can also distort 
elastically in the lateral direction. The lateral airplane de- 
celeration reached a peak value of 22 g’s in one direction 
and 10 g’s in the opposite direction. The maximum hip de- 
celerations of the dummy in the rigid seat were about 30 
g’s in both directions, while for the dummy in the duplex 
seat the hip decelerations lie between 30 and 12 g’s. A com- 
parable advantage appears for the duplex seat for the chest 
decelerations. 

Unfortunately, the instrumentation for the longitudinal 
decelerations was destroyed in the crash and no comparison 
can be made. 
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(a) Force-displacement curve for vertical energy absorption. 
(b) Seat with corrugated cylinders. 

FIGURE 22.-Vertical energy absorption. 
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FIGURE 23.-Measured passenger decelerations, duplex seat, vertical 
deceleration. 

The decelerations measured in the vertical direction in the 
same crash are given in figure 25. The vertical airplane 
deceleration peaked at  77 9’s. The seat pan of the rigid 
seat failed in a downward direction after recording a decel- 
eration of 45 g’s. When this failure occurred, the dummy’s 
chest showed a momentary deceleration of about 52 g’s. 

21 2.2 2.3 2 4 2 5 2.1 2.2 2.3 2 4 2 5 
Time after Impact. sec 

(a) Rigid seat. (b) Duplex seat 
FIGURE 24.-Measured passenger deceleration; rigid and duplex 

seats; lateral deceleration. 
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Time of1 

(a) Rigid seat. 

Dummy’s 
chest 

l b )  , ’ I I I 

impact, sec 
2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 

(b) Duplex seat. 

FIGURE 25.-Measured ‘passenger response; rigid and duplex seats; 
vertical deceleration. 

The corrugated cylinders in the seat of the duplex flexible 
seat held the vertical deceleration of the dummy’s hips to 
30 g’s and the chest to 22 g’s. The high lateral deceleration 
that accompanied this vertical deceleration caused nonuni- 
form loading of the concentric cylinders. The resulting un- 
symmetrical modification of cylinders, shown in figure 26 
caused them to stiffen as they deformed. The higher-than- 
design deceleration of 30 g’s is attributed to this effect. No 
doubt a more suitable device of this type would avoid this 
effect. 

A photograph of the rigid seat after crash is given in 
figure 27. Failure of the seat pan and a diagonal brace is 
evident. Failure of this diagonal brace following seat-pan 
failure reduced the seat strength in a horizontal plane. 
Failure of welds joining the tubular members of the seat 
pedestal which followed the loss of the diagonal brace is 
difficult to make out in the photograph. 

When devices are used to reduce the vertical blow, the 
seat should not lose its ability to withstand a blow in a 
horizontal direction when the vertical blow is absorbed. 
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FIGUEB 26.-Compression of corrugated cylinder 

FIGURE 27.-Seat-pan failure. 

This principle was observed in thc use of the corrugated 
cylinder with the duplex seat shown in figure 26. Collapse 
of the corrugated cylinder had no effect on the strength of 
the remainder of the seat. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The discussion so far has dwelt on the ability of a seat to 
support a passenger through a deceleration pulse. No at- 
tempt was made to describe the passenger’s motion beyond 

the first deceleration peak he experiences. Formal mathe- 
matical solution of the equations of motion of the passenger 
in a seat having the elastic properties assumed here shows 
the passenger in oscillations through many peaks. These os- 
cillations are what one would expect of a simple elastic 
system of the type assumed for the seat and passenger. In 
an actual seat there is some effective frirtional damping in 
the system that rapidly dampens the passenger motion. 
Passenger deceleration peaks after the first are of lower mag- 
nitude and sometimes do not occur a t  all. Motion pictures 
of the dummy passenger motion and deceleration measure- 
ments taken during crash with instrumented dummies sup- 
port this point. 

Damping action in the seat-passenger system arises from 
friction between seat structural elements that bear on each 
other and move when the seat distorts under load, from high 
friction force between the passenger and the seat as he 
slides within the limits applied by the belt, and from the 
flexure of the passenger over his seat belt. Some of the 
rebound kinetic energy of a passenger in a rearward-facing 
seat is dissipated in downward flexure over the seat belt that 
compresses the passenger against his thighs. This energy 
is no longer available to drive the oscillating system, and the 
amplitude of the deceleration peaks subsides. In  the duplex 
seat shown in figure 18 the upper and lower sections of the 
seat pedestal are separated by a rubber mat. Friction work 
is produced by the relative motion of the pedestal sections 
bearing with large force on this rubber mat. This force is 
produced by the high prestress exerted by the elastic band 
joining the two halves of the pedestal. 

The effect of slack betwcen the passenger and the seat 
was also omitted from the analysis given earlier. For a 
rearward-facing passenger this slack is provided in part by 
the gap between the lower back of the passenger and the seat 
back. Most people sit with the upper back in contact with 
the seat, but with the bwer back up to 4 inches away. The 
lower, massive portion of the body must move through this 
distance before it contacts the seat back. Also, the seat-’ 
back cushioning must be compressed by the passenger before 
the main structure of the back feels the passenger load. For 
the forward-facing passenger the seat slack appears when the 
seat belt is worn loosely, when it slips in the buckle, and if it  
stretches under load. 

The time required to displace the passenger until he comes 
into substantial contact with the seat main structure permits 
the passenger to acquire velocity with respect to his seat. 
This undesirable relative velocity increases the magnitude of 
the peak seat deceleration over that which is obtained in the 
absence o€ slack. 

Some appreciation for the marked increase in seat decelera- 
tion provided by the slack can be obtained from the com- 
puted data of figure 28. Whereas the maximum scat deceler- 
ation when no slack is present never exceeds twice that of the 
airplane, the data of figure 28 show this ratio to increase well 
beyond this value. When slack is present the ratio of seat 
to airplane deceleration increases with seat natural frequcncy. 
This ratio attains a value of 3): when the seat natural fre- 
quency is 17 cycles per second with an effective seat slack of 
3 inches. 
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FIGURE 28.-Effect of seat slack of 3 inches on maximum seat 
deceleration. 

For a rearward-facing seat the cushioning provided for 
comfort is in conflict with the ability of the seat to hold in a 
crash. Some compromise between comfort provided by this 
cushioning and safety may be required in the design of aft- 
facing seats. 

Deep seat-pan cushions introduce the same objectionable 
slack in a vertical direction. The use of extra seat cushion- 
ing, sometimes practiced in fighter aircraft, increases the 
danger of back injuries in a vertical deceleration pulse. A 
proper seat-pan cushion should compress completely under 
the weight of the occupant and bring his buttocks in sub- 
stantial contact with the seat pan. The illusion of greater 
protection provided by deep cushioning comes from sensa- 
tions of comfort experienced when forces equal to the weight 
of the occupant are exerted. When these forces grow to 10 
and 20 times the occupant’s weight in a deceleration pulse, 
the protection afforded by the deep cushion no longer exists. 
Instead, the detrimental effects of slack appear as the occu- 
pant compresses the cushion and acquires velocity with re- 
spect to the seat pan he will ultimately strike. 

Methods of fastening seats to the airplane should be sub- 
ject to a critical engineering study. Current practice of 
fastening the seat to the airplane fuselage wall and the floor 
exposes the seat to possible failure when the airplane struc- 
ture between the fastening points distorts in a crash and 
shortens the distance between them. Even unoccupied seats 
may be lost when this happens. 

Seat fastenings must be able to support the seat design 
load and must engage airplane structure that will not flex 
or break under this load. A floor structure that flexes can 
seriously modify the effective seat natural frequency and 
reduce the ability of the seat to support the passenger. 

The higher landing and takeoff speeds of airplanes like 
the jet transport increase the probability that more than one 

principal deceleration pulse will be experienced in a crash. 
For this reason the seat designer should consider the residual 
strength of a seat following a crash deceleration pulse for 
which the seat is designed. The higher the landing speed of 
the airplane, the higher this residual strength should be. A 
proposed description of the second deceleration is shown in 
table I for airplanes having a landing speed of 180 feet per 
second. The residual stiffness should be high enough to 
serve in a second deceleration whose primary and secondary 
pulse amplitudes have the values shown in the appropriate 
columns. The pulse durations and rise times should be the 
same for the first and second decelerations. For the case 
where AV is equal to 180 feet per second in the first decelera- 
tion, no second deceleration will occur since the airplane 
will have come to rest. 
LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY 
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TABLE 1.-DESIGN VALUES O F  LONGITUDINAL AIRPLANE 
DECELERATION PULSES 

First deceleration I 
______ I 130 1 180 I 60 I 80 I 130 I 180 1 Change in ailplane velocity, 

AV, lt/sec .... .... . . ....... 

Primary I 
Maximumo’s .._......___._.. 1 1 2  1 18 1 2 0  1 2 0  1 6 1 8 1 1 0  j 10 1 
Pulseduratiou,sec .......... 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.60 0.38 0.40 0.58 
Rlsetime, see ............. ’... Sine 0.06 0.045 0.03 Sine 0.10 0.08 0.06 

Secondary I 
Maximumg’s - 
Pulse duration, sec 

Second deceierntion (lauding speed, 180 Itlsec) 

Primary pnise magnitude, g’s 9 

Secondary pulse magnitude, 
g’s . - 


